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Hairstyles For 1982
healthy", shiny hair and a
precision-perfe- ct cut. '

"Hairstyles for day
, are casual and carefree
: such as our short cap of
'natural , that - can be
, quickly '

finger-styled- ,"

says Ms. de ? Joseph.
"The classic ' look of
straight smooth lines, or
an interplay of curls and
straighter . hair ;

' are
popular daytime looks in
our 'GENTLE TREAT-iMEN- T

collection."

Richly luxurious, full,!
sophisticated and

j

dramatic, A look that is ;

carefree, . manageable ,

and controlled by youM'
Any way you want it...i
world of exciting ; new

'
hairstyling options!

'

VOptkms- .- that's the.
key word in hair design'
for .'82," says Angela de ;

Joseph, Beauty Director :

for Johnson Products, a
leader in black hair care .

and beauty products for.
i'nwp 51 vpnrc v .... - iL

, l , ( ;

:.For evening; style with
dramatic . flair;. Try the
elegant look of a classic
upsweep made soft with

, a cascade of curls at the
crown. Set your hair all
over in 'curls or. wear it
short and sleeked back

, for sophisticated impact.
"

All styles in the collec
tion are easy to create at

, I r 'm ftr1- J

'
devclpment

'
labopafory

devoted exclusively to ,
the needs of the black
consumer, has Introduce
ed a new product that is

truly a breakthrough in'
the field of hair relaxers.
Called 'GENTLE
TREATMENT' , . it,
does just that I This new,,
non-ly- e , creme reJaxer !
has a built-i- n, patented
conditioning : system
the only product of its
kind on the market; It
repairs damaged areas,
ly-away fibers and split .

. ends --t in short, condi-- i
tionlng as it relaxes ' 4,

1

. ."Healthy, ..luxurious:
hair - is the key to this

"season's : look," notes
Ms. de Joseph, The em--

phasis in fashion is on
I luxury luxury in col- -;

or fabric, , and cut,!
Translated in ,hair;
fashion, theook of lux-- ;

"ury.itf hair with texture,
body, and volume.

With relaxed hair, ;

styling possibilities are
almost endless. It can be
worn i? wash-and-wea- r',

blown-dr- y for a
straighter look, roller set
for ' volume, or pin-curl- ed

for a head full of
Curls. Wear your hair
swept up for evening
elegance,? braided or
loose, i Change your :

hairstyle "as often as
often as you change your
mood!

Working with top New j

York hairstylists, Ms. de
Joseph has put together
a, "wardrobe of looks"
for 'GENTLE TREAT-- :
MENT' that take you
from daytime , into
playtime, from office
meetings to a night On
the town. These styles
(and .the many others
that you, can create, for
youself) , start with

home. Setting directions!
are available by writing
Johnson Products Inc.,
8522 South Lafayette
Avenue, Chicago, Il- -j

linois 60620. So try on a.
new wardrobe " of
hairstyles this season. Go
from sultry . siren to
sophisticated organizer.!
There are so many new
options! It's a look that
is versatile, carefree, yet
dramatic and very, very
you. ..'. v..

. Women today'' are
' develping a their in-

dependence. 'While we
: are interested in fashion

and fashion trends, we
no longer feel that we ab:
solutely must have the

1 latest' hairstyle everyone
'

is wearing. What we

want, instead, is a war
drobe of : versatile
hairstyles that is 'unique-
ly us' and adaptable to
our diverse lifestyles. .' ',

I To achieve this ver-

satility, many black,
women are opting for

' relaxedJiaALasit-- f fords
them so many more-choices- ,

t "Relaxed haic,
gives women the ver--

satility and styling ease
necessary to achieve to,,
day's new looks," says i
Ms. de Joseph. "But,"
she adds; "relaxed hair ';

often needs 'gentle treat- - '
menf."

;. The repeated use of
heated , styling; aids '
(rollers, hairdryers, curl-

ing irons) can strip the
delicate outer hair cover-

ing called ' the', cortex;
leaving the hair' follicle
unprotected. The1 result:
dry,1 lifeless hair'V' '

,Tq maintain the health
and shine of relaxed
hair. Johnson Products'
Research Center,: the
largest research and

fingerstyle. For evening sophistication (right), hair is brushed
smoothly off the face.

Short n Easy from the GENTl-E-TREATMEN- collec-

tion: (left) a soft, carefree, yet more controlled curl. For
daytime, simply allow your hair to fry natuarally and
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Coping
The Meaning of
The Stress Test

By Dr. Charley W. Faulkner

In last week's column, I presented a Stress Test
that you could take to determine if destructive stress . .
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teen questions that made up the test. Each of "the

questions related to a specific characteristic of peo- -' '
pie who are prone to stress and who should change
their life styles in order to, avoid having a stress-induce- d

stroke or heart attack.
Question No. 1 was: Do you have the urge to

compete with people with whom you come into con-

tact? Competition can be productive HMhe proper
situation such as in an athletic event or a contest of
some other type. However, the person who is driven

by an uncontrollable insignificant force to win at
everything such as discussions with the boss,, j--

friends, the spouse, the bus driver and all others
with whom heshe comes into contact is revealing a
deep-seate- d insecurity that Causes continuous stress.

Question No. 2: Do you refrain frofh par-

ticipating in tasks that you feel will cause failure or
criticism for yourself? No one wants td fail at
everything and be constantly criticized. But, the --

person who has a constant fear of criticism is usual-

ly insecure and constantly under stress.
Question No. 3: Dp you become easily bored?

Constant boredom is a characteristic of the person
whose creativity is not challenged and who simply
cannot get "on the right track," Boredom causes
frustration, Frustration causes stress.

J

Question No. 4: Do you lie awake in bed worry-

ing about your problems? The stress prone, person
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Superb 20-p- c. Set includes:
4 Dinner Plate 4 Salad Plates

4 Cups 4 Saucers
4 SoupCereal Bowls

Collect as many 20-p- c. sets
as you desire.

The Lay-A-W- Plan is easy and sim-

ple. Start today purchase any number
of your Lay-A-W- Certificates you like
for only 594 with each and every $3.00
purchase ... two Certificates with each
$6.00 purchase... etc.

Ask lor a Certificate
Saver ami R99rvthn
Form forth pattern of

your choice at Hie
check-ou-t counter or at

the manager's desk.

Your Choice of .

Three Magnificent Patterns -

ChampflM'0 Chablls Q Bordeaux

Let your table sparkle with
the heady beauty of this
magnificent dinnerware.

Inspired by the dinnerware patterns and
colors favored by the grand chalets and
great Chateaux of the romantic wine
countries: Designed to be at home" at
your most entertaining casual parties'
and buffets ...to your most important,
impressive parties when you want
dinnerware of elegance.

lf I

just as tircdj mentally and physically, as before
ing to sleep. rf ;l

Question No. 5: Are you emotionally crushed
when criticized? If your answer is "always," you
are not looking at life realistically; Everyone occa-

sionally fails. Successful, secure people use criticism
as a guide for improvement.

Question No. 6: Do you daydream? The mind is a
wonderful tool. Daydreaming and fantasizing
about fun, happiness and good times is relaxing.
The opposite is stressful. . 4 '

Question No. 7; Do you constantly ; relive
negative experiences by criticizing the action that
you took in a certain situation? If you do this
regularly, your negative fantasizing causes stress1
and worry. ;

, Question No. 8: After a pressure filled situation
has passed is it difficult to bring yourself back to a
normal state of relaxation? If this is a normal con-

dition for you, you are a candidate for hypertension
as your body accepts stress as a norm.

Question No. 9: Do you feel constantly under ;
stress? If stress is this obvious, you are probably ;

suffering other symptoms of stress such as unex- -

plained aches, sleeplesness, hives or forgetfulness.
Question No, 10: Are you irritable, easily

angered and
'

argumentative? - These are
,s characteristics of the Type A stress profile. This
, person is a candidate for a heart attack and should

seek assistance. ' ' " : T.
These ten questions constitute the heart of the

; stress test which consisted of fifteen questions. The

person who is able to answer VsometimesV to most4,
questions is a normal and probably secure ;

' X' .' - .

The rerson who answers "never" to most
v tions is a person who probably fears challenges and
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is more or less hiding from life, ine person wno
,

, answers "always" to most of the questions is pro-- :

bably stress prone, unhappy and headed for severe

t . physiological problems. This person should seek)
rv1, assistance.! T As , ; , " ' ' i

If you missed the test, I will gladly forward. a:

Cava liv
12 t- -

copy to you. vena a stampea ,
ea

envelope to eft' at- - Post Office Box 50016,
Washington, D.C. 20004, and look for tips to
defeat suess in coming columns. IsSi mi tu j till


